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Abstract :   Over the past few years, an enormous increase within the range of assorted laptop vision applications is discovered. 

These area unit wide utilized in such areas as video police investigation, medical nosology, life science recognition, and also the 

auto- motive and military industries. Most of those solutions make the most of high-resolution cameras so as to get high-quality 

pictures. amazingly, little attention is paid within the literature to the sensible implementation of o--the-shelf image acquisition 

systems. Most of the on the market solutions area unit com-posed of custom-developed electronic devices that use specialised 

multi-core DSPs and/or FPGA technology. Therefore, a unique realization of a climbable and Comprehensive image acquisition 

system supported synchronic high-resolution Gigabit local area network cameras is given during this paper. The planned answer 

allows for the association of multiple cameras together with any range of external illumination modules. the chosen devices is 

synchronic with every other in user denned conjurations; thence, a designed answer is simply integrated in each straightforward 

and sophisticated applications. The authors describe the design and implementation processes of the planned platform intimately. 

The  performance problems which will occur in such systems area unit given and mentioned. The obtained results area unit 

encouraging and helpful for the event of comparable solutions. 

 

IndexTerms - MTCA.4, Digital camera, Image Acquisition System. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tokamak give significant data to the machine security, control and comprehension of material science. The plan of these 

frameworks is a significant test, not just on account of the brutal condition and the atomic prerequisites yet in addition 

regarding Instrumentation and Control (I&C) of the ITER plant framework [1]. Imaging frameworks procure information from 

noticeable and infrared cameras. The procured floods of crude information are utilized for both continuous estimations and 

disconnected examination once being filed. The anticipated arrangement of indicative frameworks of ITER will make 

utilization of around 50 cameras working with goals of 1–8 MP (megapixel) and 50–50000 FPS (Frames Per Second). On one 

hand, the utilization of present day high-goals cameras gives another probability for diagnostics. Then again the imaging 

framework needs to process a lot of information. The ITER imaging framework is a work in progress and in this way the nitty 

gritty setup of cameras is as yet obscure. The evaluated stream of information for the machine assurance subsystem could 

achieve 100 Gbps of crude picture information. The preparing of megapixel pictures with 1000 FPS in realtime requires an 

utilization of ground-breaking processing units [2]. Basic, constant calculations can be handled soon after the securing utilizing 

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) gadgets, while progressively complex calculations that can be determined in loosened 

up time (for example in scope of 100 ms) can be figured utilizing a CPU (Central Processing Unit) or GPU (Graphics 

Processing Unit) [3]–[6].  

Computerized cameras connected in such examinations should be synchronized with the machine focal control framework [7]. 

The trigger sign begins the obtaining procedure. In complex imaging framework, made out of numerous cameras, the obtaining 

of pictures begins in the meantime and creates an enormous pinnacle of information. The transmitted information must be 

privately cushioned and after that sent for filing and preparing. On account of ITER demonstrative framework, the 

synchronization ought to be finished with 50 ns precision [8]. An appropriate standard is required to plan such a complex 

picture procurement and handling framework. The versatile engineering ought to permit moving huge measure of information 

from advanced cameras to CPUs and GPUs, and it ought to disseminate low-jitter synchronization and trigger sign. Wellbeing 

observing and a hot-plug are likewise basic in complex frameworks. The principle challenge is to propose a versatile and 

dependable arrangement that is ready to process pictures from an enormous number of cameras. The MTCA.4 standard appears 

to satisfy the prerequisites and permits structuring complex picture securing and preparing frameworks [9]–[11]. 
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II. IMAGE ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

 

 
A typical Image Acquisition System (IAS) is composed ofa digital camera connected to a frame grabber 

card, image processing module and data transmission system[2],[12].The acquired images are sent to the 

image processing system. The system distributes data for further processing and archiving. The processed 

data are sent using low-latency connection to the machine control or protection system. The buffered images 

with attached metadata are sent for archiving via the high-throughput connection. The metadata describes 

collected data (image resolution, bit depth, frame rate, etc.) and precisely defines when the images were 

created. The global synchronization network delivers a reference clock and a trigger signal that define when 

the images are acquired and allow calculating timestamps. A block diagram of IAS is presented in Fig. 1. 

 

II. Necessary condition for Image Acquisition system 

The IAS of the ITER Tokamak should process information from many cameras. In the case of ITER,30 cameras are planned 

providing pictures with goals px and 100-1000 FPS. In such a configuration, a solitary camera could create 8 Gbps stream of 

information, though the entire framework produces up to240Gbps.TheIASsystemrequirestwotypesofconnections: • High-

throughput interface to information filing framework and picture handling sharp edge, • Low inactivity, ongoing association with 

machine control and insurance subsystems. Picture handling can be executed utilizing different gadgets, similar to CPU, FPGA or 

GPU. FPGA gadgets, accessible on a casing grabber card, are reasonable for basic calculations that ought to be determined in 

shorter time(e.g. utilized for the machine insurance) [13].The gadget utilized for picture preparing relies upon how quick the 

framework ought to give the outcomes. Complex calculation,  that can be determined in longer time (in scope of many 

milliseconds) could be handled with a CPU or GPU. The synchronization of cameras and time stepping ought to be finished with 

50 ns RMS (Root-Mean-Square) accuracy [14]. Mechanical cameras are generally associated by means of Camera Link or Coax 

Press interfaces. The full Camera Link execution permits sending information with a limit of 6.8Gbps,whereas Coax Press gives 

amaximumofthe25Gbpsthroughput. 
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III. Design Structure of Image Acquisition System 

 

The IAS system need to gather and method a circulation of facts from various cameras. The machine should have a disbursed 

structure and it need to provide a distributing processing power. It should be viable to connect extra cameras and/or image 

processing gadgets. 3 standards had been decided on by iter for the improvement of diagnostic and control structures • pci 

extensions for instrumentation pxie.  superior telecommunications computing architecture (atca) • micro-telecommunications 

computing architecture (mtca) all three standards permit designing complex and efficient picture processing structures appropriate 

for plasma diagnostics. The xtca (mtca and atca) cifications , advanced through pci industrial laptop producers institution (picmg) 

for telecommunication packages, were hastily evolving currently and therefore are appealing solutions for a disturbing records 

acquisition and manipulate systems. Both standards assist transfers with throughputs as much as 40 gbps (two times as a lot is 

available for twin superstar configuration). The atca instrumentation is suitable for complicated systems with a big processing 

power, while mtca is dedicated for smaller systems. The  mtca. 4 extension of the bottom standard lets in providing additional space 

on rtm playing cards and allow strigger indicators distribution the usage of backplane. The  principle trouble of the mtca. Four is 

the maximum power dissipation in keeping with slot to eighty watts.The software of outside cpu blades linked to mtca. 

4givesapossibilitytodesignscalableandpowerfulsystems dedicated for an photo acquisition. The large benefit of xtca structures is the 

embedded fitness monitoring and advanced machine management based totally on wise platform management interface (ipmi). 

 

 

IV. Conclusions: 

The system is the first implementation of a powerful image acquisition and processing system build with an application of 

MTCA.4. The system is dedicated for the operation with high-speed cameras equipped with a Camera Link interface. It ensures 

high-speed image acquisition using a PCI Express interface and includes high-performance computational units (FPGA, CPU, 

GPU) for image processing and analysis. The application of the MTCA.4 architecture as a basis of building the system ensures 

the high level of reliability and scalability, as well as it simplifies the system reconfiguration and maintenance.  

 

V. Future scope: 

The main constraint of the MTCA.4 is a limited power dissipated in a single slot. This prevents the MTCA.4 to be applied for 

systems requiring a large processing power, like the IAS. The application of a powerful, external CPU, connected via a PCIe 

cable link creates a new application for the standard. Acquisition hardware and distributed processing power (FPGA) are 

installed in the MTCA.4 chassis. 
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